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Goal: Detect Everything!

Solution: 

Class balanced dataset for all categories
+

Deep Neural Network



Long Tail is Inescapable!

(a) Given fixed detections, we show how AP
varies with |Nc|, the number of negative images
per category used in evaluation.

(b) With the same detections from Fig. 8a and
|Nc| = 50, we show how AP varies as we vary
|Pc|, the positive set size.

(c) Low-shot detection is an open problem:
training Mask R-CNN on 1k images decreases
COCO val2017 mask AP from 36% to 10%.

Figure 8. Analysis of AP as a function of different data sizes. Best viewed digitally.

Mask R-CNN test anno. box AP mask AP
ResNet-50-FPN COCO 38.2 34.1
model id: 35859007 LVIS 38.8 34.4
ResNet-101-FPN COCO 40.6 36.0
model id: 35861858 LVIS 40.9 36.0
ResNeXt-101-64x4d-FPN COCO 47.8 41.2
model id: 37129812 LVIS 48.6 41.7

Table 2. COCO-trained Mask R-CNN evaluated on LVIS an-
notations. Both annotations yield similar AP values.

4.3. Evaluation Protocol
COCO Detectors on LVIS. To validate our annotations
and federated dataset design we downloaded three Mask R-
CNN [12] models from the Detectron Model Zoo [8] and
evaluated them on LVIS annotations for the categories in
COCO. Tab. 2 shows that both box AP and mask AP are
close between our annotations and the original ones from
COCO for all models, which span a wide AP range. This re-
sult validates our annotations and evaluation protocol: even
though LVIS uses a federated dataset design with sparse an-
notations, the quantitative outcome closely reproduces the
‘gold standard’ results from dense COCO annotations.

Federated Dataset Simulations. For insight into how AP
changes with positive and negative sets sizes |Pc| and |Nc|,
we randomly sample smaller evaluation sets (20 times) from
COCO val2017 and recompute AP. In Fig. 8a we use all
positive instances for evaluation, but vary |Nc| between 50
and 5k. AP decreases somewhat (⇠2% absolute) as we in-
crease the number of negative images as the ratio of neg-
ative to positive examples grows with fixed |Pc| and in-
creasing |Nc|. Next, in Fig. 8b we set |Nc| = 50 and vary
|Pc|. We observe that even with a small positive set size of
80, AP is similar to the baseline with low variance. With
smaller positive sets (down to 5) variance increases, but the
AP gap from 1st to 3rd quartile remains below 2% absolute.
A curious upward bias in AP appears, which we investigate
in §C.2. These simulations together with COCO detectors
tested on LVIS (Tab. 2) indicate that including smaller eval-
uation sets for each category is viable for evaluation.

Low-Shot Detection. To validate the claim that low-shot
detection is a challenging open problem, we trained Mask
R-CNN on random subsets of COCO train2017 rang-
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Figure 9. (Left) As more images are annotated, new categories
are discovered. (Right) Consequently, the percentage of low-shot
categories (blue curve) remains large, decreasing slowly.

ing from 1k to 118k images. For each subset, we optimized
the learning rate schedule and weight decay by grid search.
Results on val2017 are shown in Fig. 8c. At 1k images,
mask AP drops from 36.4% (full dataset) to 9.8% (1k sub-
set). In the 1k subset, 89% of the categories have more than
20 training instances, while the low-shot literature typically
considers ⌧ 20 examples per category [10].
Low-Shot Category Statistics. Fig. 9 (left) shows category
growth as a function of image count (up to 977 categories
in 5k images). Extrapolating the trajectory, our final dataset
will include over 1k categories (upper bounded by the vo-
cabulary size, 1723). Since the number of categories in-
creases during data collection, the low-shot nature of LVIS
is somewhat independent of the dataset scale, see Fig. 9
(right) where we bin categories based on how many images
they appear in: rare (1-10 images), common (11-100), and
frequent (>100). These bins, as measured w.r.t. the training
set, will be used to present disaggregated AP metrics.

5. Conclusion
We introduced LVIS, a new dataset designed to enable,

for the first time, the rigorous study of instance segmenta-
tion algorithms that can recognize a large vocabulary of ob-
ject categories (>1000) and must do so using methods that
can cope with the open problem of low-shot learning. While
LVIS emphasizes learning from few examples, the dataset
is not small: it will span 164k images and label ⇠2 million
object instances. Each object instance is segmented with a
high-quality mask that surpasses the annotation quality of
related datasets. We plan to establish LVIS as a benchmark
challenge that we hope will lead to exciting new object de-
tection, segmentation, and low-shot learning algorithms.
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LVIS: Towards Real World Recognition
Current methods leverage scaffolding provided by balanced datasets like COCO, Pascal, ImageNet etc.

From: Few-Shot Learning with Localization in Realistic Settings. Wertheimer and Hariharan. CVPR 2019.



LVIS: Towards Real World Recognition

LVIS:
• Many and few together

(imbalance)
• Scaling to > 1k categories
• Evaluation itself is a

research problem
• Enables new research

investigations

From: Few-Shot Learning with Localization in Realistic Settings. Wertheimer and Hariharan. CVPR 2019.



LVIS v1.0
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• 164k images (from COCO)
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LVIS v1.0
• train

• 100k images
• 1.3M segmented instances
• 1203 categories

• val
• 20k images
• 244k segmented instances
• 1035 categories

• test-dev
• 20k images
• ??

• test-challenge
• 20k images
• ??
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Metrics – Instance Segmentation Task

• (mask) AP – top-line metric for evaluation / challenge (same as COCO)

• Important disaggregated AP metrics
• APr – “rare” categories only (1-10 img/cat in train)
• APc – “common” categories only (11-100 img/cat in train)
• APf – “frequent” categories only (> 100 img/cat in train)



Baseline

• Inference hyper-parameter tuning

• + Two stage training with category aware sampling

• + Basic standard enhancements
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• Stage 1: Learn good representations exploiting the “few” head 

classes. 
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Two Stage Training
• Stage 1: Learn good representations exploiting the “few” head 

classes. 
• Stage 2: Finetune final layers for classification, box regression, and 

mask prediction using category aware sampling.

Two stage training was common paradigm across most challenge 
submissions!



Category Aware Sampling (CAS)

Sampling Strategy:
1. Pick a category at uniformly at random.
2. Select image for that category.



Two Stage Mask R-CNN + CAS



Two Stage Mask R-CNN + CAS



LVIS Best Practices

• Evaluating rare categories is challenging. Significant variance in APr as 
compared to APf

• If you plan to work on LVIS please refer:
• LVIS Best Practices: https://www.lvisdataset.org/bestpractices
• LVIS arXiv appendix: https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.03195

https://www.lvisdataset.org/bestpractices
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.03195
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Participation Summary

• First Challenge on v1.0, ~ 1.5 months from v1.0 release to deadline.



Participation Summary

• First Challenge on v1.0, ~ 1.5 months from v1.0 release to deadline.

• 11 teams submitted to the test set – excellent given the tight timeline!
• 9 teams above the organizer-provided baseline
• 2 teams below the baseline
• 9 teams submitted tech reports

Thank you!



Winners!!!



2nd Place: TXunAI

Rank Team AP APr APc APf

2 TXunAI 39.7 31.7 38.2 45.0

Congratulations!



1st Place: lvisTraveler

Rank Team AP APr APc APf

1 lvisTraveler 41.3 32.0 40.5 46.3

Congratulations!



Most Innovative Award: Asynchronous SSL

Rank Team AP APr APc APf

4 Asynchronous SSL 38.3 27.9 38.6 42.7

Congratulations!



Rank Team AP APr APc APf

1 lvisTraveler 41.3 32.0 40.5 46.3
2 TXunAI 39.7 31.7 38.2 45.0
3 MMDet 39.0 28.0 38.0 45.2
4 Asynchronous SSL 38.3 27.9 38.6 42.7
5 CenterNet2 36.4 26.3 35.0 42.6
6 PAI-Vision 34.7 26.3 34.3 39.0
7 Argus 33.8 23.6 33.8 38.5
8 Frank 27.6 15.6 26.2 34.7
9 xphai 26.9 12.6 25.3 35.3
- Baseline 26.7 19.0 25.2 32.0
10 Innova 26.2 20.2 24.9 30.3
11 zjuyingyi 22.3 11.1 21.7 28.1

LVIS Challenge 2020 v1.0 Leaderboard
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Trends

• Meta-architectures
• Mask R-CNN
• + large backbones (ResNeSt, deformable convolution)
• + Hybrid Task Cascade

• Two Stage Training
• Self Training on:
• COCO unlabeled + OID to increase samples for rare categories
• COCO to handle incomplete/missing annotations

• Special losses to address class imbalance and sparse annotations
• Focus on Mask Quality:
• Boundary Mask-RCNN, Mask Rescoring, PointRend



Trends

• Impressive improvement over the baseline ~14% AP absolute and 
~13% APr absolute
• Closing the gap between APr and APf

Method APr APf APr/APf

Baseline – LVIS v0.5 9.8 30.0 0.33
strangeturtle – Winner 2019 (v0.5) 17.7 36.7 0.48
Baseline – LVIS v1.0 19.0 32.0 0.59
lvisTraveler – Winner 2020 (v1.0) 32.0 46.3 0.69



Reflection on Challenge Rules

• Goal: Promote technical innovation aligned with the spirit of LVIS  i.e. 
“handle the tail”.

• Don’t side-step the scientific challenge via:
• Additional instance level annotations like OID etc.
• Ensembles



Reflection on Challenge Rules

• Overall positive feedback from the community.
• For feedback and suggestions: lvis-dataset@googlegroups.com

• Impressive improvements in Apr (and AP) without external labelled 
data :) 

• All teams followed the rules and guidelines. Thank you!

mailto:lvis-dataset@googlegroups.com


Next Up: LVIS Challenge v1.0 2020 Talks
Congratulations!
Long Talks:
1. Team lvisTraveler – rank 1

2. Team Asynchronous SSL – most innovative 
award

Spotlights:

1. Team MMDet
2. Team CenterNet2

3. Team PAI-Vision

4. Team Innova

Rank Team AP APr APc APf

1 lvisTraveler 41.3 32.0 40.5 46.3
2 TXunAI 39.7 31.7 38.2 45.0
3 MMDet 39.0 28.0 38.0 45.2
4 Asynchronous SSL 38.3 27.9 38.6 42.7
5 CenterNet2 36.4 26.3 35.0 42.6
6 PAI-Vision 34.7 26.3 34.3 39.0
7 Argus 33.8 23.6 33.8 38.5
8 Frank 27.6 15.6 26.2 34.7
9 xphai 26.9 12.6 25.3 35.3
- Baseline 26.7 19.0 25.2 32.0
10 Innova 26.2 20.2 24.9 30.3
11 zjuyingyi 22.3 11.1 21.7 28.1


